A fast, accurate method for obtaining atmospheric carbon dioxide transmission functions for the 15-/•m band is presented. Tables of transmissivities for CO2 mixing ratios of 330 and 660 ppmv on standard pressure grids comprising geopotential heights ranging from 0 to 80 km and using standard temperatures are included. An algorithm for interpolating from these values to any desired temperature profile and to any other pressure grid is detailed.
The algorithm which we shah describe in section 2 is similar to the above in that it too requires spectrally integrated transmission functions. It differs radically from the others, however, in that the transrdssion functions used have been precalculated for actual inhomogeneous paths and make use of no scaling approximations. The availability of such transmission functions not only leads to a simple on-line algorithm, but it also allows their use as a benchmark against which the results of more highly parameterized methods may be measured.
A rather different approach to the computation seeks to avoid the complexities of the above methods by seeking a Were the only role of radiative cooling the determination of serdempirical relationship between the thermal structure and a mean thermal state, it would not be necessary to calculate the cooling rates. Although this relationship is, in general, IR cooling very frequently in general circulation models nonlinear and nonlocal, it may be always linearized about (GCM's), especially those with no diurnal cycle. Unfortu-some standard temperature profile for small deviations therenately, the role played by CO2 radiative transfer in damping from, leading to an expression of the form (cf. (4)) transient motions and waves makes it necessary to calculate cooling rates far more frequently in such models. The reason for this lies in the fact that a damping mechanism which acts at regular finite time intervals At will only actually damp motions whose periods are greater than 2At; those with shorter periods will be amplified rather than damped. This effect arises because of an aliasing error which occurs when a damper is applied at discrete time intervals. The wave spectrum of typical stratospheric general circulation models is sufficiently rich in waves with periods of less than I day to make computation of cooling rates at least several times per model day prudent. When a diurnal cycle is included in the solar radiation calculation, it may be necessary to calculate long-wave cooling rates as frequently as every few model hours.
The above requirements should make it obvious that for the purposes of upper atmosphere modeling, cooling rate algorithms must be sufficiently efficient so that each radiation computation takes only a small fraction of the time required for dynamical calculations; otherwise, the price in computational load is too great.
d. Methods Used Previously
algorithm to be set forth in the next section is well suited to this role.
THE NEW ALGORITHM a. Precomputation and its Limitations
The long-wave cooling rate owing to a relatively narrow band such as the CO2 
In the above,/• is the cosine of the zenith angle, r is the CO2 mass mixing ratio, g is the gravitational constant, and f• (v; T, p) the monochromatic intensity owing to the/th spectral line. The accurate calculation of •-is by far the most time consuming part of the computation of cooling rates; typically, the direct evaluation of (13) (called the 'line-by-line' method) requires on the order of 103 s to generate a 40 x 40 matrix of transmission functions, using an extremely fast computer. For most purposes, this is hopelessly slow, and makes on-line calculations of this sort impossible.
Carbon dioxide is chemically inert and has a very low freezing point, so that for the purposes of general circulation modeling its mixing ratio may be taken to be constant in space and time. This suggests that transmission functions be precomputed off-line and be stored for use in the main calculation. To the extent that •-is independent of temperature deviations from some assumed standard profile, this is a very attractive way to proceed and has been used for tropospheric cooling rate calculations [Fels and Kaplan, 1975] . Neglect of temperature dependence is justified in the troposphere where dynamical processes, especially convection, are at least as important as radiation and where, in addition, CO2 contributes less to long-wave cooling rates than does water vapor.
In the stratosphere and mesosphere, however, the dependence of the transmission functions •-(p, p') on the thermal structure between levels p and p' is of greater importance, primarily owing to the strong dependence of many of the weaker bands on temperature. To show this, the cooling rate for a model polar atmosphere (cf. Figure 2 we show the difference in the cooling rates. Above 65 km there are cooling rate errors of 2 ø-3 ø/day, and rough estimates of the resultant errors in equilibrated temperatures suggest that these may be as large as 10 ø-15 ø (cf. (9)). For many purposes, therefore, use of a single set of precalculated •-'s is not sufficiently accurate, and we must seek some other method for cooling rate calculations.
It is reasonable to hope that some sort of perturbation expansion can be used to incorporate the temperature dependence of the transmission functions. To examine this possibility we may begin with a standard temperature profile To(p) It is intuitively reasonable to expect that the detailed spatial structure of the thermal perturbation might not be of great importance. In the simplest instance of this sort, the change /•?(Pi, P2) produced by an arbitrary/•T(p) might be equal to that produced by a spatially constant /•T, whose magnitude Ai2 is just the mean value of/•T(p) on the interval (Pl, P2). A more complex formulation would allow Ai2 to be determined, using a prespecified weighting of/•T(p).
We may restate the above idea more formally by observing that the complexity of the calculation is greatly reduced if the In intuitive terms, F•jY. kGkAPk is the change in r(i, j) produced by a unit change in the temperature at all levels, while y..kApnGnSTn/Y..nGkApn is the effective temperature perturbation A,j. The determination of F, jY.,GnApn is very simple in practice: We consider a set of ,o (i, j) a set of ,'s calculated for the standard temperature profile To(k) and a set calculated for a 'column shifted' profile T+(k) = To(k) + A, which we call r+(i, j). Then in computation and storage. First of all, we need only precalculate and store a single two-dimensional matrix FoY, t, Gt, Apt,. To do this, moreover, requires that we run the 'exact' line-by-line program only twice, once to generate ,o(i, and once for ,+(i, j). Second, for a calculation with n levels in the vertical, use of (16) requires -n 3 on-line multiplications and (19) only ~n 2.
The simplications just discussed only obtain if (19) actually holds, and in the next section we examine theoretical reasons for hoping that this is so. The real proof of the value of the method, however, is in the results that it gives, and in section 2d we shah show that our approximation method gives results of excellent accuracy. 
There is a close connection between the above development and the Curtis-Godson approximation in the strong limit [Rodgers and Walshaw, 1966] This holds not only for Lorentzian lines but for the more general Voigt profile. As before, we find that 8r--•uu , 8r(p') dp' + • , p'ST(p') dp' (28)
The expression just derived is still not in suitable form, since it requires that we use two precomputed functions, 0u) and (Of/Or), as well as two different weighting functions.
We know, however, that for the deep atmosphere, the strong line approximation (Of/Or) >> (Of/Ou) is valid, while at great heights the converse is true. We therefore are led to consider a class of ad hoc weighting functions C•), which approach 0T for very small p, and p(ik•/OT) for large p. (1)P2 is small enough so that all the lines are weak, (2)p2 is large enough so that all the lines are strong, (3) P2 --P• is small enough so that C•') does not vary much on this interval, or (4) 8T(p') is constant.
It is therefore not unreasonable to expect that we can find an approximation to 8r of the required factorized form; in section 2d we will show that this is the case, after first making one final detour to consider effects owing to the finite size of ST. The entire argument in the previous section has assumed that 8T is sufficiently small so that a linearized perturbation scheme is valid; this issue is completely separate from that of factorizability. It is not generally true, however, that the •T's actually encountered will be small enough to allow linearization, as may be seen from Table 1. In this table we have considered three different sets of transmission functions: to(i, j), r+(i, j), and r_(i, j). The first set is calculated by using a standard temperature profile T(p), while r+ and r_ are computed by using the column shifted profiles T + (p) = To(p) + 25 ø (cf. Figure 1) . The r's are calculated by using the 41 pressure levels given in Table 2 . Were it true that the linear perturbation method is perfectly accurate, we would have r_ = 2to -r+. Table I shows the fractional error committed by using this linear approximation; for many purposes it is neghgible in the troposphere and lower stratosphere, being less than 1%. In the mesosphere, however, there is substantial nonlinearity, leading to errors of several percent. Since i•T is often ---30 ø in this region, we must take account of this effect. The accuracy of this formulation remains to be demonstrated. We have done this by considering two temperature profiles which differ substantially from the mid-latitude standard To(p). The two perturbed profiles are (1) a 200 ø isothermal sounding, and (2) the polar sounding mentioned previously. Tables 3a and 3b 
is therefore the quantity which must actually be calculated; the problem is that it is now a function of temperature. This temperature dependence is completely separate from, and in The most important practical requirement for use of the algorithm explained in the previous section is a method for precalculation of the transmission function matrices %(Pi, P),
•-+(p•, p), and ,_(p•, p) for whatever vertical level scheme is used. Unless the user is blessed with large amounts of computer time and the rather sophisticated programs required for a line-by-line computation, direct calculation of the •-'s is impossible. To circumvent this problem, we have precalculated sets of •-matrices on a grid whose high vertical resolution makes it possible to interpolate them to any other set of vertical levels desired. It is these tables which constitute the core of this report.
b. Organization of the Tables
As was discussed previously, the perturbation algorithm requires that we have available three •-matrices, one for the standard profile (%) and two for the perturbed profiles (•-+ and •-_). Since the use and organization of the tables is in all respects the same for each of the three sets, we will describe only the % tables.
Transmission function matrices are given for two different level structures, one useful for the atmosphere above 10 mbar and one for that below, although there is a certain amount of overlap. The reference pressures are given in Table 5 , along with standard temperatures and geopotential heights. There are 49 pressures in the upper set and 57 in the lower. Since for some purposes it is desirable to have the levels at approximately equal increments of height, while for others equal spacing in pressure is more useful, the structure chosen represents a crude compromise. Values are to be found in Table 6 
c. Interpolation to Arbitrary Pressures
Use of the tables requires that one be able to interpolate accurately to find ,(p, p') for arbitrary p and p'. After considerable experimentation, we have discovered that the nonlinear scheme to be described works extremely well.
We shall assume for the sake of illustration that p The temperatures are assumed to be isothermal between the pres- we have determined that Vc = 3 cm -! gives excellent agreement with experiment, while vc = 1 cm -• gives too little absorption, and vc = 10 cm -• too much. Details of this study will be published elsewhere. We have therefore used the cutoff vc = 3 cm -• in our tables. 3. The angular integration is performed by means of a four-point Gaussian quadrature on the interval 0 _</• _< 1.
4. The variation of g with height is accounted for.
COMPARISON OF RESULTS
The accuracy of the CO 2 transmission function algorithm presented in section 3 may be considered in two ways. We observe that the fractional absorption, using the Drayson values, has decreased in the upper stratosphere and mesosphere, by up to 2.5 percent at 7 mbar. No change in absorption from the top of the atmosphere to the surface is apparent, and a small decrease in absorption in tropospheric levels is obtained.
These results may be understood by noting that the AFGL band intensity for the fundamental (01101 -00001) band is about 0.3% less than that of Drayson; furthermore, the AGFL intensities for the first hot bands (bands 2-4 in As a final test of the validity of our use of the AFGL line pcraturc effects. However, these errors arc larger than those parameters, we have compared our results with a series of arising from differences in perturbation methods (Tables 3c-measurements on Table 3a and 3b shows that the absorption differ-those of previous investigators. ences are much smaller than the error in neglecting all temInfrared cooling rates for the stratosphere or mesosphere, In Table 11 This may explain, in part, the somewhat higher equivalent widths found in our work. Also, Plass employs the Benedict modification of the Lorentz line profile in his calculation [Plass, 1964] , whereas we use the cutoff Voigt profile. In general we see close correspondence (within 5%) in the results at 15 and 25 km. At higher levels the disagreement is relatively large, indicating that the COa line shapes at these altitudes require a Voigt profile for a proper description.
Dickinson [1972, 1973] lating individual line positions and strengths from the 15-/•m band intensities and centers, using a harmonic vibrator-rotator approximation. To save computer time, lines within bands are partitioned into groups on the basis of strength, and then each group is treated as one equivalent line. Voigt effects are included in the treatment of the lines; however, the variation of line intensity along the optical path is only approximated. Line overlap is crudely parameterized by using the method of Goody and Belton [1967] . This calculation serves as a benchmark for the subsequent Newtonian cooling approximation, whose accuracy we have referred to in section l d.
We have compared cooling rates obtained by using Dickinson's method and by the present method. To do this, transmission functions were obtained for individual bands (and isotopes) using Draysoh's catalogue and the line-by-line method. From these, cooling rates were computed, and these were compared with Dickinson's results for the corresponding band and isotope. In Table 12 we present the result of such a comparison for the C120216 fundamental band, for the total fundamental band (all isotopes), for the first and second hot band groups (bands 2-4 and bands 5 and 9), and for all bands. It should be noted that (1) both results employ the same CO2 mixing ratio, and (2) Dickinson's band intensities and line widths have been adjusted to be the same as Draysoh's. The most striking part of the comparison is the rather close agreement between the two models for the fundamental C120216 band and the rather large differences in the second hot band at 49.5 and 53 km. We have invested considerable effort in eliminating inconsistencies between the two calculations. We believe that the remaining differences may be due to the approximation used by Dickinson in handling line overlap and perhaps to the method he employs for accounting for the tem-perature variation of line intensity along the path. It should be noted, however, that these differences are much smaller in magnitude than those reported comparing Dickinson's work to previous results.
CONCLUSION a. Future Improvements in the Tables
The algorithm we have presented in this paper may be fairly called both fast and accurate, but this does not mean that further improvement is not desirable and possible. As was previously pointed out, the fundamental spectroscopic data on which the table are based is not as well known as we should like. At such time as demonstrably better intensities or widths become available, it is our intention to recalculate the tables and to publish revised versions.
There are several other possible modifications which may be important. The AFGL compilation lists on the order of 20,000 lines in the CO2 15-/•m band complex; of these, only 3,800 are included in our computation. To assess the effects the exclusion of the many very weak lines, we are developing correction methods based on the Goody random model and the approximations for Voigt lines discussed by Fels [1979] . Preliminary results suggest that neglect of the weak lines may result in an underestimate of absorption of up to 1%. We hope to report on this in the near future.
In addition to the above problem, there is the more vexing 
